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Introduction:
MDGC and GC×GC are advanced operating modes of GC.
Whilst MDGC (or 2DGC) has been available for many years, the comprehensive
version – GC×GC – technique has emerged as one of the most exciting
developments on the GC scene today.
Both of these methods require special interfaces in order for their successful
implementation.
Analysis Dimensions:
The term ‘dimension’ in the above titles refers to the use of a ‘dimension of
chromatography’ – or put more simply, a column. For ‘multidimensional’, therefore
this implies two or more columns. In the broad sense, a ‘dimension of analysis’ is
any technique that provides independent analysis capability. So FTIR, MS, and GC
are discrete dimensions; they can be operated independently to provide some
measure of analysis / identification. Provided the individual dimensions are
compatible and can be ‘hyphenated’, we can construct two- or multiple-dimensional
systems, such as GC‒MS, or GC-GC‒MS ; the latter comprises two independent GC
dimensions, and a MS dimension. The only benefit in doing this is to provide the
analyst with more information than is possible from either of the separate
dimensions.
According to the above definition, a two-dimensional separation system employs two
separate and independently operated columns. We might find such a
multidimensional separation system comprised of LC with GC (e.g. a first separation
is conducted on an LC column, then transfer a small fraction of eluate to a GC
column for further separation). They are independent experiments. But for two GC

columns, they may be housed in either a single GC oven or two ovens. The interface
is located between – or near the join of – the two columns. We revisit this concept
later. But by this definition, simply linking or directly coupling two columns together is
not a multidimensional system.
Nomenclature and Conventions in MDGC
As MDGC and especially GC×GC emerged as a vibrant multi-column technique, it
became apparent that it was necessary to establish a dedicated ‘language’ for this
area, particularly since some of terms that were coined to described GC×GC did not
have analogous phrases in classical GC, such as modulation period, modulation
phase and frequency.
We published a position paper in the magazine LC-GC Europe many years ago,
entitled:
“Nomenclature and Conventions in Comprehensive Multidimensional
Chromatography”, LC.GC Europe, 16 (2003) 335-339.
Since that 2003 version we then presented an update in LC.GC Europe, 25 (2012)
266-275.
Together, they have received over 245 citations (Scopus).
It is important to read this article if you are interested in the technology of MDGC and
GC×GC. We base this discussion largely upon the research that we have conducted
in my group over the years.
Multidimensionality in Gas Chromatography:
Figure 1. A typical multidimensional separation GC system, combined
with multidimensional analysis using spectroscopic detection

Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of a MDGC system (ref 209). We have
recently reported multidimensionality of separations and mass spectrometry for
pesticides analysis. (ref 312) Note that this can also operate as a 1D system, with
the 1D column directed to the first detector. The usual mode of MDGC is

straightforward. A valve or selection device (S – switch mechanism such as a Deans
switch) allows some small region of components that emerge from the first column
(1D) to be switched to the second column (2D). This can be called a ‘heart-cut’. The
selected zone can be (usually) a narrow cut, or a large fraction of the 1D effluent can
be selected. The selected compounds then elute on the 2D column, where the aim is
to attain better resolution or separation. This may be, for instance, where certain
peaks must be analysed in a sample, and each region where they are expected is
heart-cut to the second column. The second column then provides the improved
separation performance that allows each compound to be resolved. This method
might be commonly used for samples that contain many compounds (a ‘complex
sample’) such that most peaks are unresolved. The peaks are better resolved on the
second column by virtue of the fact that we use a column of different ‘selectivity’ or
phase coating. This shifts the peaks around compared to the first column, and so –
hopefully – any interfering peak are separated from the desired components on the
second column. We can use the term peak capacity ratio to indicate how much more
separation is achieved on the 2D column compared to the 1D cut.
An obvious application of MDGC is chiral analysis. Here, a chiral column is used as
the 2D column. Enantiomers are unresolved on an achiral column, and so appear as
one ‘peak’ to be heart-cut to the enantioselective column. On this 2D column, they
are then resolved into their component enantiomers. Note that in GC×GC the chiral
(enantioselective) column is used as the 1D column! So this ‘flips’ the order of the
columns compared with the case of MDGC.
Figure 1 also shows that a variety of detectors, including spectroscopic techniques,
can be used to provide additional characterisation of compounds that elute for the
column. We will not discuss detection methods here, however a discussion of
detectors used in comprehensive two-dimensional gas chromatography (GC×GC;
see later) is provided in ref 144 and ref B18. Plus a study of benchmarking of
different detectors – including FID, ECD, NPD, FPD (S mode) and FPD (P mode)
versus the TOFMS detector for GC×GC (ref 273). The FID is clearly the best
detector in terms of the narrowness of peaks produced, and should be the one that
most faithfully follows the chromatographic profile of the peak. This it provides an
instantaneous response to analyte as it elutes, but important has a high ‘speed’ so
the compound also is instantaneously eliminated from the detector volume. The
TOFMS also responds rapidly, and peaks approach the narrowness of the FID
peaks. However the ECD internal volume and cell design does not permit rapid
elimination from the detector, so some peak broadening is obtained. Increasing the
internal detector flow will decrease the response. Likewise the NPD indicates
response broadening, plus some peak tailing, although this was not as pronounced
as that for the FPD (S mode). The S2* emission apparently accompanies a tailing
effect, although the source of this effect is not clear. By contrast, the FPD (P mode)
exhibits a very narrow peak, and the response sensitivity is excellent towards Pcontaining compounds. This for an organophosphate pesticide with a S atom, the
peak shape obtained for the FPD (P mode) and (S mode), such as for simultaneous
detection of S and P, will be different.

A landmark development – the LMCS:
In our research, we make extensive use of a device that we have patented, called
the longitudinally modulated cryogenic system (LMCS; refs 52, 55, 57, 60, 61) –
Figure 2. This device is a cold – cryogenically cooled – cylinder that in one
operational mode oscillates back and forth along the capillary GC column.
Alternatively the column can move back-and-forth within the cryotrapping zone. It is
essentially a trapping device that acts somewhat like a gate. Volatile compounds
cannot pass the gate until the device moves relative to the column (in this case,
towards the incoming carrier flow), so that compounds trapped at the cold spot can
then be heated and released into the gas phase.
The cryotrap unit protrudes into the oven of the GC, and the column passes through
the centre of the cryotrap ‘shuttle’ (the part that moves back-and-forth along the
column). The range of applications to which this device can be applied is very broad,
from aiding injection, to modulating peaks just before the detector, and most
importantly, unique ways to hyphenate two columns within the chromatographic
channel. One of the key methods we use this for is MDGC. The other is
comprehensive two-dimensional gas chromatography (GC×GC) - more on that
later….
Given that the concept of moving a cryogenic zone longitudinally along the column
was previously not described, and nor was our prior description of moving the
column back-and-forth through a fixed cryotrap, we owe much of our success to the
development of our LMCS system in the 1990s.
The use of cryogenic modulation has now become a common approach around the
world for implementation of the GC×GC method (see below).
In Figure 3, MDGC analysis shows that an unresolved region is cut to a second
column, and better resolution results. The original 1D chromatogram presented an
unresolved peak cluster at the detector; however the odour at this point could be
clearly recognised. If the overlapping components comprised a number of different
aroma compounds, the net result will be an overall perception of the total. So, MDGC
is able to satisfactorily resolved all the component peaks, and the aroma of each can
be individually assessed. Here the asterisked peak gave rise to a spicy aroma,
according to olfactometry analysis (refs 132, 157, 162).

Figure 2. The LMCS Unit

Figure 3. An MDGC Application
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Extending the capability of MDGC – advanced separation with spectroscopy:
Through our research, we have endeavoured to introduce many new GC systems
that we believe can – or may – have some role in improving chemical analysis (in
this case for volatile chemical samples) - i.e. to provide relevant solutions to the
complex analytical problems that face both researchers and industrial technologists.
This is aimed at pushing the boundaries of classical analysis, and finding new
approaches that have not been possible or thought of. The only arbiter as to whether
our innovations are successful at delivering new capability, is through the uptake of
our – or similar methods – in research and industrial analysis. It is interesting to
contemplate whether a new conceptual approach – even if publishable – meets the
ultimate goal of being truly relevant to contemporary analysis, and by extension, how
useful innovation in chemical analysis ultimately proves to be!
Recently we have developed a new capability for MDGC as shown in Figure 4 (see
ref 188). In this case, the aim was to provide a system that combined high resolution
volatile sample separation with an additional dimension of identification – namely
NMR. This study was prompted by the work shown in Figure 3, since whilst we might
have been able to obtain a MS result for the aroma compound here, this does not
constitute adequate identification. We have to throw more spectroscopy at the
problem. But we have to start with best possible separation!

Figure 4. A Prep-MDGC system to isolate individual compounds

This system is an ‘analytical’ scale preparative GC system, which can target small
sections of a sample separated through the 1D column, trap this section in the loop
which is isolated in space from prior and subsequent peaks, and then release the
peak(s) of interest to a 2D column. Multiple peaks in the target section are then
separated. At the end of the 2D column, a Deans switch (DS) can further be used to
heart-cut one single peak to a external trapping assembly (xTA). By making repeat
injections, it is possible to concentrate the single peaks into sufficient amount to
allow spectroscopic techniques such as NMR to be used for characterisation of the
peak. This is a powerful addition to classical mass spectrometry methods, to add
significant identification capability for chemical structural assignment.
We make wide use of Deans switches and related devices promoted as Capillary
Flow Technology by Agilent Technologies (see for example
http://www.chem.agilent.com/en-US/Pages/Homepage.aspx; and search Capillary
Flow Technology). This is shown as DS in Figure 4.
The above system allows the improved separation of heart-cuts, accomplished by
selection of overlapping target zones in the loop which are then passed through the
2D column, to be switched into the DS. Ideally this gives a single compound product
which, when the sample is injected many times, is concentrated up to a mass that
allows various spectroscopic methods to be employed. One of these is NMR. The list
of publications reports various such applications (see refs 188, 200, 201, 210, 213,
228, 251), which we have used to demonstrate the basic method.
A further approach to concentrating compounds can be accomplished by using
multiple injections into a GC instrument, but this time a Deans switch can divert just

single peaks or a narrow zone into a cryotrap. By making multiple injections, and
reproducibly switching the microfluidic device for each injection, it is possible to
collect the heart-cut compounds or zones and increase the amount of sample, in
proportion to the number of injections made. The cryotrap is then allowed to warm
up, the compounds are re-mobilised into the second column, and just these zones
are then analysed on the second column. This has all the separation advantages of
a MDGC analysis, but with greater mass of component(s). If a compound gives a
very small response, e.g. in a MS detector, then the response can be significantly
increased, and ideally the mass spectrometry match quality will increase, as total
solute mass increases. This approach was reported for some major and minor
essential oil components, and tested with a caffeine standard. See ref 244.
This idea can also apply to volatile sampling by using SPME. Since this is a solventfree method, it is possible to make serial injections from a SPME fibre or different
SPME fibres into a GC injector, and collect the volatiles from each injection at a
cryotrap located at the start of the GC column. By turning off the cryotrap fluid
supply, the GC analysis now commences. ref 256 describes this for cumulative
sampling of Shiraz wine. Sampling of each fibre from a sample depends upon how
long the extraction step takes. Desorbing the fibres into the GC injector normally
takes only 2 min. So 5 desorptions take only 10 min sampling time into the injector.
We use multiple fibre holders to permit multiple extractions, and so we can use the
same fibre type or different fibres and so obtain an integrated volatile sampling of the
headspace. We then analyse the sample by MDGC or GC×GC methods.
Use of multidimensional GC for chiral analysis of essential oils.
MDGC has long been used for essential oil (EO) analysis. It is also by far the best
way to do chiral analysis – selected zones of a first dimension (1D) achiral GC result
that contain target enantiomers, are heart-cut to a second dimension (2D) chiral
column (ref 314). The MDGC method overcomes problems that can arise if there are
interfering peaks underlying the enantiomers and which are poorly resolved from the
enantiomers (ref 301). This approach is used to authenticate samples such as
lavender oils.
We used this recently to analyse tea tree oil (TTO), for the purposes of authenticity
checking. We had over 50 authentic plantation samples from Australian sources, and
these gave very consistent enantiomeric ratios of limonene, 4-α-terpineol, terpinen-4ol. By contrast, many samples from around the world that were labelled as
melaleuca alternifolia, did not match the ratios we had established (ref 311).
Our enantiomeric ratio data for plantation samples are displayed in Figure 5A.
Figure 5B shows the experimental arrangement for MDGC analysis.

Figure 5.
A. Enantiomeric ratios of target TTO compounds

B. MDGC Arrangement

Comprehensive two-dimensional gas chromatography:
Our most widespread recognition has come from the development of comprehensive
two-dimensional gas chromatography (GC×GC), for which we almost universally
have used the LMCS device. The first publications on the LMCS and its role in GC,
were in 1996 and 1997. Soon after, it was demonstrated for use in GC×GC, and this
was the first report of a cryogenic device to accomplish GC×GC. Prior to this, a
rotating heater element was used for GC×GC analysis. Soon after our first research

in this area, cryogenic methods had largely supplanted the use of the ‘sweeper’
system in commercial GC×GC instruments (ref 80, 88, 96).
Since these early demonstrations of what we felt at the time to be a new basic
operational mode of GC, it has been our continuing interest to develop fundamental
considerations and relationships (ref 76,143, 150, 154, 183), define new
nomenclature (ref 98, 205), research detector technologies (ref 144, 149, 153) and
apply GC×GC as widely as possible (ref 146, 185, 186, 192, 199, 203, 224). Clearly
interested researchers are often attracted by methods that provide different – or new
–informational content for application case studies with which they are familiar, and
so we have deliberately tested GC×GC in as wide a range as possible in order to
establish a solid ‘beach-head’ for the technique. This was critical in the early years,
when it was felt that GC×GC needed a few serious champions who were convinced
of its importance to the area of volatile chemical analysis. We hope that today there
is no doubting the position of GC×GC in the panoply of analytical GC methods.
Figure 6 is a simple schematic diagram of the GC×GC method, as reported in our
implementation of the method.
Figure 6. Simple Schematic of a GC×GC system

The LMCS performs its function by oscillating back-and-forth along the column, but
there are important differences between the Figure 1 and Figure 4 arrangements.
1. The 2D column in GC×GC is relatively short. Contrast this with the long – or
more classical length 2D column – in MDGC. One may feel that the short 2D
column will not have much separation capacity, but this fails to recognise
differences in GC×GC. MDGC has a few discrete heart-cut events. Normally
the heart-cuts might be all collected together (in a cryotrap) and then the oven

cooled and the 2D column eluted in one run, over the time frame of a
conventional GC analysis. It is also possible to put the 2D column in a second
oven, and/or to pass the heart-cuts to the 2D column without cryotrapping.
The sampling of 1D peaks is normally done at a rate faster than the elution
time of a 1D peak. We developed the concept of the modulation ratio (MR) to
define this process (ref 143), based on the modulation period PM and the
peak width on the first column wb, where
𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑛 𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ 𝑎𝑡 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒; 𝑤𝑏
𝑀𝑅 =
𝑃𝑀
2. The short 2D column in GC×GC means that the 2D analysis is completed in
fast – very fast – time, eg. 2-6 s. This now permits ‘modulations’ of the
interface device (LMCS here) to be conducted very rapidly, maybe every 2-6
s. We call this the modulation period, PM. Since the two columns are in direct
fluid connection, all the sample peaks exiting the 1D column enter the 2D
column. And part of the peak that enters the cryotrap is focussed into a sharp
band since (ideally) the cryotrap acts as a collection zone – or as a ‘gate’. The
sharp band can then be passed to the 2D column simply by modulating the
LMCS. Here, two effects can be noted.
First. If a peak width exceeds the modulation period (1wb > PM), then that
peak entering the modulator will be modulated into more than one peak on the
2D column. We refer to this as the modulation ratio, M , the peak width of the
R
1D peak / P . This is a significant departure from classical GC where normally
M
each single compound will have a single measured response. In a data
system, we now have to have some way to deal with MULTPLE PEAKS from
a single compound.
Second. The 2D column should – MUST – have a phase coating that is
different from that of the first. This is the basic tenet of multidimensionality.
Since we have two GC columns, one might argue that this cannot constituent
a multidimensional system (i.e. two independent techniques do not exist – as
in the case of GC-MS). But we can fall back on the idea of polarity of a GC
column to discuss multidimensionality further. If two compounds elute at the
same time from a first column, can we know which compound will elute first
from a second column? If we do not know their ‘polarity’ – which is better
expressed as the different retention mechanism on the 2D column – then we
will not be able to predict their retention. Thus we can now state that
multidimensionality exists if the ‘mechanism’ of one dimension is different to
that of the other dimension, then we can have independent analysis
properties. Just as the mechanism of GC is different to that of MS, then the
mechanism of a polar column is different to that of a non-polar column. Of
course, we still have ‘boiling point’ as a primary mechanism determining
retention in GC.
This discussion then extends to ‘orthogonality’ of the multidimensional experiment,
and we’d say that true orthogonality does not exist in MDGC or GC×GC, but the

important thing is that GC×GC provides opportunities for separation that simply do
not exist in a single column nor MDGC experiment, as it applies to the whole sample.
Figure 7 describes the process above in a pictorial sense (ref 92). The modulator
results in the individual peaks in (A) generating the narrow peak pulses in (B). Since
they have the same total area, the peaks in (B) must be significantly taller. They are
also modulated into discrete zones according to the PM value, and their 2D retention.
Different peaks the occur at the same 1D time but have different retention properties
on the 2D column will be separated on the 2D column. Conversion to a 2D
presentation format, they will appear as separate peak zones in the 2D plot, which is
shown in (C) for the two peaks here. The 2D plot is essentially a ‘map’ of the
chemical properties of all compounds in the sample, as suggested by Fig.6(D). Here,
a 1D non-polar; 2D polar column set is indicated.
We have considered the phase of modulation (ref 80), and also the reproducibility of
the process – which was necessary if we want to demonstrate properties of the
phase of the modulation process.

Figure 7. Process for generation of a 2D
GC×GC plot.

Figure 8. GC×GC plot of a crude oil sample.
Top: non-polar/polar column set; bottom: polar/nonpolar column set

A more substantial example of a complex sample is given in Figure 8. Our study of
biodegradation of crude oil, which classically produces an ‘unresolved complex
mixture;’ in GC, was tackled by the use of GC×GC technology (Geochim.
Cosmochim. Acta, ref 233). This appears as a big ‘hump’ in the 1D chromatography
result. To attempt to adequately resolve this complex chromatogram comprising a
multitude of overlapping peaks has been a challenge to GC researchers for many
years. In 1D analysis, the result would be like collapsing all the peaks in the GC×GC

plot of Fig. 7 onto a single axis – we therefore have no separation of individual
components! Here, an exquisite chemical class separation is revealed, with
‘horizons’ displaying different class polarities – alkanes, cyclic compounds, olefins,
aromatics.
Selected Advanced Operating Procedures
In early 2012, we published a review in Trends in Anal. Chem. (ref 252), entitled
‘Multidimensional Gas Chromatography’ which presented an overview of both
GC×GC and MDGC. Our Chem. Commun. paper “MDGC Beyond Simply
Volatiles Separation” (ref 290) provided further discussion of the opportunity for
MDGC analysis. It seems to us that MDGC has elements of GC×GC encapsulated in
the umbrella technique, and that a review of MDGC methods should necessarily
include GC×GC as well. We certainly do GC×GC in a novel manner, with terms such
as period of modulation, phase of modulation, and modulation ratio all specific to
GC×GC (for a review of the nomenclature of GC×GC and a recent update, refer to
refs 98 and 254). This demands the 2D column to be a short, fast elution column.
In this review, we present some updated information on different microfluidic devices
in MDGC, and also a range of different schematic arrangements that have been
used in classical MDGC, and some of our own work that has experimented with
different GC×GC approaches. We also include some systems that integrate aspects
of GC×GC with MDGC. This includes research on a switchable method that can
perform GC×GC and MDGC in a single GC system (ref 218). We are now
increasingly involved in advanced methods based on this conceptual development.
Hybrid GCGC–MDGC analysis.
In 2012, we reported the first study on a new design of a system we refer to as
hybrid GC×GC-MDGC instrument (Anal Chem; ref 253). The system performs
GC×GC analysis using our modulation device, but in the described work we slow the
modulation period to 20 s. Some might believe the with such a slow PM and hence
low MR value, the system is no longer ‘comprehensive’, but since this work we have
used much faster PM settings of e.g. 6 s. To now conduct the MDGC operation, at
the end of the 2D column we have a Deans switch, which can cut certain zones of
effluent to a 3D column. This is a true 3-dimensional analysis. Hence it is possible to
excise a complete zone or e.g. a chemical class of compounds into the 3D column.
We used this to analyse oxygenated compounds in a thermally degraded algal
biofuel. Our prior study on this sample (ref 250) separately used both GC×GC to
capture the whole sample composition, and a MDGC system to periodically sample
narrow fractions of effluent from a polar 1D column to non-polar 2D. This column
arrangement allows the oxygenated compounds to elute prior to the very large nonpolar matrix components. Both of these methods are elegant approaches to high
resolution chemical analysis of oil samples. Figure 9 is an example of the system
design for our hybrid GC×GC-MDGC arrangement.

Figure 9. The hybrid GC×GC-MDGC system.

In this mode shown, effluent travels to FID1 via the Deans switch (DS). Modulation at
the LMCS performs GC×GC analysis. As required, DS can divert flow to the 3D
column, and this just requires the EPC to switch to the other channel. This is another
mode of the diagram shown in Fig 8. For example during every modulation sequence
of 20 s, the DS can be programmed to switch between the times of 4 s and 6 s after
the modulation start, to pass just a zone of peaks to the 3D column which elute
between 4 and 6 s in the GC×GC 2D plot. We can also ‘cut’ a single peak to the 3D
column, or any number of components. Of course, one limitation with this is the
number of time we have to program switching events, and we sometimes run out of
events in the event control software.
Integrated GC, MDGC, GCGC–FID/MS/’O’ system.
Our research on developing olfactory methods of analysis for a range of samples –
including essential oils (ref 157; Ref 213), hops (ref 162), coriander (ref 132), wine
(ref 256), coffee (ref 245), herbs & spices (ref 270), orange juice, liquors etc. – has
recently been extended to develop an integrated system capable of multiple
separation formats (GC; MDGC; GCGC) and a variety of detectors (FID, MS, ‘O’)
(ref 258). This replaced a former research study that involved analysis across a
range of different systems; precise correlation of responses across these systems
was a difficult task. Of major need is to have a well resolved flavour profile, with
simultaneous MS and ‘O’ detection, so that the sensory perception of the odour is
given a well-defined mass spectrum of the component.
The designed system is schematically reported in Figure 10.

Figure 10. Integrated multiple dimension GC system with FID, MS and ‘O’

New studies on novel and recently developed phase types in GC and GCGC,
and interpretation of phase properties
We continue to be interested in how stationary phases affect the quality of
separation in GCGC. And not just the broad difference between polar and non-( or
less-)polar phases that show up as differences between NP/P or P/NP column sets,
but the role of prediction in providing a more informed interpretation of overall
separation. Thus simulation of GC×GC results can be a real benefit to assist in
choice of best stationary phase combinations followed by optimisation of conditions
to permit faster development of GC×GC methodology. A recent paper ‘In Silico
Modeling of Hundred Thousand Experiments …’ addressed this approach, with a
focus on ionic liquid columns as part of the GC×GC method.(ref 317)
Representations of orthogonality of phases in GCGC (ref 268) can be reduced to
understanding of phases and solutes based on linear solvation energy relationship
(LSER) principles (ref 288). We are interested in the use of combinations of dual
ionic liquid phases in both dimensions of GCGC (ref 272), and interestingly when
combined with the very polar IL111 phase, the IL59 phase apparently functions
simular to a lower polarity phase, even though it is quite polar (similar to a Wax
phase).
We expect that these studies will further permit a better understanding of
orthogonality in GCGC.

We have also applied LSER principles to MOF phases (ref 286; 291), which
potentially offer new retention mechanisms in GC.
It has become increasingly apparent to us that, amongst all the different methods
that we have introduced, there must be a commonality of concept that permits us to
apply apparently different approaches in MDGC to all manner of different operations
in coupled column technologies, including GC×GC. We alluded to this in our Chem.
Commun. paper (ref 290), accompanied by a nice figure to exemplify this concept
(Figure 11).
Figure 11. Correlation diagram unifying multiple column analysis approaches
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Hence, based on this we subsequently considered that MDGC and GC×GC were
coupled column methods that represent a continuum in technologies, which may be
simply differentiated by the 2D column length, and the sampling frequency or
strategy which is employed. This concept has recently been published in Analytical
Chemistry, in 2016 (ref 319).
This is relatively straightforward, since GC×GC with cryogenic modulation must have
a short 2D column in order to sample fast enough to sample multiple times per 1D
peak. MDGC with a long 2D column can only sample once or a few times per
analysis. These operations depend on whether on-the-fly, or cooling of the oven is
done for each heart-cut. An alternative operation we have used is to use a midlength 2D column, that allows heart-cuts to be taken every few min over the duration
of an analysis, such that the 2tR,max is less than the sampling period.
Recent work on dynamic GC×GC for on-column interconversions
This is a study that continues to fascinate us. Oxime compounds undergo E/Z
interconversion at the temperature of the GC experiment. This gives interesting peak
profiles in GC for oximes, but also for other compound classes, such as sterically
hindered aromatics, and some chromium compounds (ref 13, 18, 20, 24), but even

more so in GC×GC analysis (ref 73, 105, 115). We started this work many years
ago, but every now and then revisit the process, when we have new ideas to try.
More recently we have use chiral oximes to study isomerisation on chiral columns.
Figure 12. Interconversion of a chiral oxime in chiral GC×GC.

(ref 217, 309). The final of these studies generates unusual but ultimately very
informative 2D plots, as shown in Figure 12.
From the above plot it is apparent that we have introduced a method that employs a
chiral column not only as the 1D phase, but also as the 2D phase! As the Figure 12
shows, we achieve chiral separation in both the 1D and 2D columns. We have much
experience with chiral separations in MDGC (where the enantioselective column is
the second column – GC-eGC). For example, we have used this for chiral compound
analysis in MDGC for tea tree oil (TTO), where we proposed use of chiral
compounds in tea tree oil as a basis for authenticity of TTO (ref 311, 314). When
used for enantioselective separation in GC×GC, the most appropriate configuration
is for the a chiral 2D column, i.e. eGC×GC. We extended our TTO study to chiral
GC×GC. So Fig 12 is an example of eGC×eGC, however in order to elicit
interconversion, it is necessary to use a WAX phase column. So in the Fig 12
example above, we use a first dimension that uses BOTH a WAX column AND a
chiral phase, so maybe we can call this a (WAX + chiral)×(chiral) method! Recently,
we proposed a ‘comprehensive MDGC method’ that uses a long 2D chiral column, as
opposed to the more usual short 2D column, so that we obtain some measure of
interconversion on both phases! This is expected to generate a very unusual 2D
chromatographic separation, and indeed it does! But one driving objective in
developing an understanding of such phenomena is that GC×GC generates a very
different way to visualise phenomena in the 2D space, and it is important to be
aware of novel processes that offer unusual 2D structures. An example is shown in
Figure 13 (ref 347). What is notable about this example is the extraordinarily high

resolution of the R and S enantiomers of the E isomer; often for GC, the
enantiomeric resolution can be rather modest.

Figure 13. Interconversion of a chiral oxime in comprehensive MDGC. There are
4 isomers (R/S) for E, and (R/S) for Z, and interconversions (giving raised
baselines) can be seen.

Incorporating Pressure-Tuning in GC×GC methods
Another first – and following from early work we did on coupled 1D columns (low
polarity / high polarity) to observed the effect on ‘orthogonality‘ of phases in GC×GC
(ref 129) was to extend this to manipulation of apparent phase polarity of a column
by using the pressure tuning (P/T) effect, which can be related to solvation
parameters (ref 323). P/T has been known for many years, and has a fascinating
effect on relative retentions in GC. By using two different columns, and a variable
pressure at their junction, it is possible to systematically alter the order of peaks – i.e.
their relative retentions, and thereby change the temperature at which they elute into
a 2D column. Since 2k is temperature sensitive, this alters the overall 2D separation
of compounds. This has the same effect as changing the 1D column polarity. Since
selection of columns is a major decision point in GC×GC method development, this
can significantly simplify sample analysis, and setting a best possible column set
might be as simple as varying the P/T flows. Ref 326 demonstrates this for the first

column (1D) ensemble (Figure 14), which we term (1D1+1D2), but for the 2D column
(2D1+2D2) the very fast elution makes P/T more difficult (Ref 345).
It seems this needs to be further investigated to realise the full scope of possibilities.
Figure 14. P/T of 1D in GC×GC: With a 2D SUPELCOWAX phase, two 1D sets
comprising SLB-IL60/SLB-5ms phases with junction P/T give tuneable 2D patterns.

Developing our Hybrid Technology for 3- and 4-Column Analytical Methods
The original hybrid approach was first described by us in 2012 (ref 253, see above).
Since then, we have searched for applications that require the attributes that hybrid
technology can offer.
Recall that ‘hybrid’ combines both GC×GC and MDGC, in either order. The
hyphenation of the two, in our case, is via a switching mechanism, such as a Deans
switch. Two applications demonstrate the
Hop and Agarwood analysis. The sesquiterpene region of hop and Agarwood
volatiles were analysed using a MDGC-GC×GC approach, as seen in Figure 15 (ref
350). Sesquiterpenes present a particular difficulty for analysis since there are few
authentic standards available to provide validated retention time data and precise
mass spectrometry spectra against which unknowns can be compared. Clearly a
challenge exists for such a study.

Figure 15. The sesquiterpene oxides region – see the boxed region in Ai
(expanded in Aii), are heart-cut (see Bii) to a higher resolving 2D column giving Bi.
There are still some overlapped compounds. By GC×GC analysis (C) a much
higher resolution result is obtained.

Novel interconversion. This follows up the chiral E/Z interconversion process shown
above, but its novelty resides in the ability of just select a single isomer of the 4
possible species E(S), E(R), Z(S), Z(R), to pass to a 3rd – reactor – column, then the
products of interconversion are quantified following the 4th column (ref 334). The
individual isomers species cannot be uniquely and individually synthesised, so can
only be obtained in-situ following separation.
Figure 16. A GC×GC-MDGC 4-column design, for chiral oxime interconversion and
quantitative analysis. GC×GC isolates an individual enantiomer, which is reacted
on a reactor column to provide interconversion, then the products quantified.

We have brought together many of the above aspects of our multiple column
technology in a general review in TRAC (ref 354), called a multi-column trajectory to
advanced methods in GC. This review summarised various column arrangements
into a single diagram as seen below (Figure 17):
Figure 17. Summary of multitude of ways that columns can be hyphenated to give
different column trajectories for advanced separations.

GC×GC – Studies Directed to a Super-Resolved Separation Result
We have recently coined the term ‘super-resolved separation’ to refer to the GC×GC
result, but with a specific process of providing a more accurate and precise metric for
location of the compound in 2D space (ref 383). This is done by firstly predicting
retention on the first dimension (1tR) for the series of modulated peaks for a
compound. This was first proposed by us some years ago (refs 80, 112). Then the
2t value is obtained, and the compound is assigned a centroid value that combines
R
accurate 1tR, 2tR and total area (i.e. the sum of peak areas of the modulated peaks).
This has an analogy to an Apex Plot in GC×GC, however it is the manner in which
1t is presented to give an accurate retention, then the peak centric presented.
R
Figure 18 is a 2D plane presentation of the GC×GC contour, with peak centroids
illustrated. If the centroids are represented as ‘infinitely narrow’ located peaks, then it
should correspond to a super-resolved 2D presentation.

Figure 18. Peak centroids locate the precise position of the compound – its 1tR
and 2tR coordinates – and the total area is assigned to the centroid.

Comprehensive multidimensional gas chromatography

This is a variation on the GC×GC theme. We have recently published this and
related approaches (ref 385). Our approach is detailed below:
Figure 19. System designed for comprehensive MDGC. The most
appropriate implementation is to trap each H/C, cool the oven, then conduct
a temperature programmed (TP) analyis.

Figure 20. This example of a petrochemical sample shows 0.5 min H/C
each with cooling and TP. This is reconstructed as a 2D plot.

,

The idea of ‘comprehensive’ analysis is that all the compounds in a sample are
measured i.e. the total sample components (for GC, this will be all the volatile
compounds!). GC×GC is an amazing tool, but the short 2D column clearly has limited
separation power (peak capacity). This 2nc value might be limited to around 30. We
also recognise that enantioselective separations need more separation power and
time to elute as resolved peaks on a 2D column. And very complex multicomponent
class samples just need longer columns. This we can implemented comprehensive
MDGC, where we have a longer 2D column, and sample discrete heart-cuts from 1D

to 2D. This requires multiple injections – with e.g. one H/C per injection – eluted on
2D, and then repeat the injection, to cover the whole sample. Note that this is
somewhat like the study of Gordon (B.M. Gordon et al. J. Chromatogr. Sci. 25 (1988)
174-180), in a study of flue cured tobacco volatiles that took 48 h of analysis, with
classical MDGC and variable H/C durations e.g. 1-2 min each.
Figure 21. This shows 4 example 0.5 min H/C with high resolution
analyses on the long 2D column.

,

General use of cryotrapping approaches in GC methods
Our unique device has a range of operational modes that can assist injection,
detection, and MDGC / GC×GC performance. We outlined the range of possible
uses of the device in ref 387. Thus multiple (integrated) injection steps, especially
with SPME, can be conducted. Operation at the end of the GC column enhances
detection sensitivity by reducing peak width / increasing mass flux. Collection of
MDGC H/C before rapid release to a 2D column, and use in general GC×GC ae all
possible.

Final Comment.
We predict a good future for chemical analyses based on MDGC and GCGC
technologies, and in our hands, other advanced modes that integrate MDGC and
GC×GC analysis. Clearly methods that involve TWO columns is not the limit here,
and three or more columns can be reliably and effectively hyphenated, and we have
demonstrated a selection of multiple column methods here.

And an invitation: …
We invite you now to look through our compilation of publications, primary research
literature, reviews, and book chapters.
We also hope that you will find some interesting applications related to a number of
our studies: essential oils, petrochemicals, illicit drugs, doping control drugs,
derivatised compounds – flavonoids, metabolites, steroids - FAME, perfumes,
pesticides, traditional Chinese medicines, smoke and incense, foods, beverages,
and novel areas such as fascinating results that are obtained in chemical reactor
studies in GC×GC.
We hope that you will find answers to many questions that you might have regarding
the basis of GC×GC, and MDGC.
If you have any questions regarding the research we have conducted, would like to
follow up further opportunities to participate in the research we conduct, have a
difficult separation that might be useful for us to investigate, contact us below:

Contact us for research innovation in gas chromatography, mass
spectrometry and hyphenated GC analysis.
We have access to a range of research equipment such as
MDGC and GC×GC with FID/FPD S & P modes
2 x MDGC and GC×GC with dual FID
MDGC and GC×GC for preparative GC applications
MDGC and GC×GC with single quadrupole MS
GC-ion trap MS
GC-QQQMS & FID/NPD; Capable of MDGC methods
GC-QQQMS with FID; Capable of MDGC methods
GC-Q-TOFMS & FID; Capable of MDGC and GCGC methods
GC-QMS with FTIR; Capable of MDGC methods
Prep-scale MDGC with multiple ovens with MS and cryogenic fraction collection.
We also can access GC with the Axion cold EI iQT instrument, and DSA/UHPLCAxion 2TOFMS
Professor Philip J. Marriott
Australian Centre for Research on Separation Science:
Monash University, School of Chemistry
philip.marriott@monash.edu

